
Modified atmosphere packs that are design to pack mint under different size of boxes.

Our FreshPlus® MAP applications which allows to storage and transportation of mint without adding ice,
either gives advantage of transportation weight or cost saving of non-using special boxes while
transportation. Besides It reduces labor and labor cost also it avoids the bacteria cause by too much
moisture. Retards blooming due to discoloration of the product, eliminates the commercial losses arising.
It eliminates stem dryness and thinning, it keeps mint fresh. Thanks to our FreshPlus® MAP
applications, that all creates relative humidity protection, the taste, color and flavor of mint stands still at
the same time substantially prevents loss of water. For this reason it prevents deliquesce of the
product and therefore reduces wastage.

Storage: at 2°C 14 days Shelf Life: at 20°C 3 days

Put the crops inside the bag. By gently squeezing MAP let the air out of the bag. Twist the mouth of the
bag several times, fold it and close the bag with the help of plastic clips or rubber band or without
twisting the mouth of the bag, you can directly seal with sealing machine. and immediately put it in to
cold storage.

–

Close Packing with precooling

1– 5 % O2 5 - 15 % CO2

Healthy and long storage times, Easy to transport.

Provides storage and transporting without using any chemical substances.

Twisting mouth of the bag and close it with the help of rubber band or plastic clips or seal with sealing
machine.

Approximately 140°C - 160°C

Keep away from direct sunlight , heat and moisture

Mint Bag
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High clarity LDPE - MAP film

Regulation No. 10/2011 on plastic materials and articles intended to come into contact with food, articles
intended to come into contact with food, amended and corrected by Regulation No.1282/2011.
Framework Regulation 1935/2004 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 27 October 2004, on
materials and articles intended to come into contact with food.
The Materials that is used for manufacture of FreshPlus® MAP have Product Permission Certificate related
to plastic materials and articles intended to come into contact with foodstuffs, dated 12.08.2013 and no.
TR-35-K-017539 given by Turkish Republic Food, Agriculture and Livestock Ministry.
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